Tekskil Tally Displays
Does your talent have effective on-air cuing?
Tekskil offers three unique tally displays to satisfy your tally requirements - each purpose built
tally integrates seamlessly with any camera or switcher protocol. And because every Tekskil
Tally has an adaptive input, you're not saddled with a stick-on sensor that can fall off.
From the basic LED array Program Tally to the more sophisticated TallyCAM© or
TallyCLOCK©, Tekskil can provide the cuing option you need at a price you can afford.
The TA90 Tally Light is a three LED array mounted to
the front of Tekskil’s prompter monitor. Highly visible
to the Talent immediately below the prompt text, this
configuration
provides
instantaneous
‘on-air’
information. This is our most economical and popular
single stage tally solution.
Current models of production and master control
switchers provide dual stage tally - ‘Next Up’
(Preview Buss) and ‘On-Air’ (Program Buss) tally
indicators.
Tekskil’s TallyCAM© expands the
capability of dual mode tally with twin LED bar
displays (Amber and Red) coupled with an easy to
read Camera ID (selectable 1-19). All indicators
are individually dimmable for the utmost in user
control.
Tekskil’s latest and most powerful tally display is our
TallyCLOCK©. This display combines dual mode tally,
camera ID and clock. The clock operates in three modes;
a slave SMPTE VITC Time Code display, direct feed from
the Studio Master Clock or Time of Day with time zone
offset. The TallyCLOCK is a custom LCD panel that
enables customization of size, position, color and
brightness of every display function - the ultimate in
tuning display mode to the needs of the talent.

Set up one of our tally displays and see the difference for yourself
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